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INTRODUCTION 

Nearly everyone, ot times, wants to go flying, and many of us would 

actually enjoy spinning toward the ground ot 180 mph or being involved in 

an aerial bottle A few of us octuolly follow up on our interests and become 

private, commercial or military pilots, and a small percentage actually end 

up doing aerobatics and participating in dog-fights. The three things that 

stop many potential pilots and limit the active ones ore time, danger and 

of course money. The aviation community ·has a solution to thege problems 

known as the "flight simulator" . A flight simulator simulates the flight of 

a real aircraft and is initially quite expensive, but simulators cost little per 

hour to operate . 

Flight simulators costing less than a few hundred thousand dollars usually 

include no visual display and are of limited use in training visual flight rule 

(VFR) pilots . Without on out-the-window display, the thrill of watching the 

world from five-thousand feet is gone (unless you hove a vivid imagination). 

The most exciting simulators ore undoubtedly the military ones with out-the

window displays, armament, and oerobotic capabilities . These simulators 

cost millions of dollars. 

The Sublogic A2-FS1 Flight Simulator is a program designed to run on 

on Apple II microcomputer with at least 16K of memory . It offers aircraft 

simulation that considers 23 important aircraft characteristics, on out-the

window 3D dynamic flight display, extensive flight controls, minimum VFR 

instrumentation plus additional instruments (18 in all), a radar display, and 

full armament (bombs and dual Vickers machine guns). The program is 

written in optimized assembly language and is capable of presenting 2 to 5 

frames t3er second. In addition, "British Ace", an aerial battle game, is 

included . 
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Finally, anyone can beat the three limitations of fl ying for the price of 

a microcomputer and an A2-FS 1 package. 

The FS1 is Sublogic's first flight simulator, and the Apple II is Apple's 

first large-selling microcomputer . Microcomputing and microcomputer flight 

simulation are in their early stages, and over· the next few years improvements 

will be astounding . Our choice of aircraft for the simulation was thus an . 

early, first generation aircraft- the Sopwith F .1 Camel of WW I . This 

aircraft offered room for refinement (witnessed by today's "Phantom Fighters") 

as does our simulation . This aircraft's characteristics (weight, length, 

ceiling, horsepower, top speed), incidentally, are nearl y identical to 

those of a Piper Super Cub 150 making it an ideal light ai ·craft for training. 

For the game "British Ace", the Sopwith Camel is certainly appropriate . 

The famous dog-fights of WW I were the real "man against man" aerial battles 

and were a lot more challenging and "fun" than today's push- button warfare . 

The FS1 has not been tested for pilot training effecti veness, and we aren't 

sure if it will make you o better pilot . The Sublogic staff members, however, 

are pilots and agree that the FS1 flies surprisingly like a real airplane; so 

much so in fact, that no special routines to accomodate aerobatics were needed . 

They worked well with the straight simulation. 

The simulator ond the aerial battle game will now be described. A note 

of caution is in order first . You must be familiar with the control functions, 

instrumentation, gauges, aerial maps, taxi charts, and aircraft behavior 

before taking off . You must, in other words, "attend ground school" by 

carefully reading this manual . This is especially true if you are not already 

a pilot. Ai rcraft act in unexpected ways . If you fly along at a constant 

speed and altitude and decrease the throttle, the aircraft speeds up for example . 

If you would like to know more about the reasons for this behavfor, a book 
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such as "The Student Pilot's Flight Manua l" by William K. Kershner should 

be read . 

Also, don't try and fight the e ne my if you are not familiar with your 

aircraft and have not logged enough flight training hours . The German pilots 

you are up against are very formi table and will shoot a begi nner out of the 

sky I 
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COCKP IT IN SJR UMENTATION AND SYSTEMS 

Figure 1 defines t he FS 1 screen instrumentation. The screen is split 

horizontally into two parts ~ the upper 3D out-the-window display and the 

lower instrument panel . The screen instrument functions will now be described 

in detail. 

3D Out-The-Window Display 

This is a view out the windshield of the aircraft. The view is oriented as 

if the pilot were leaning foreword slightly to get a better downward view. 

This view was chosen because it gives better airoorne visi bility, especially 

when climbing or flying at high altitudes. When flying, there will .Jsuolly be 

something on the 3D display, but occasionall y the display wi ll be b lank (when 

climbing at steep angles, looking at the sky for instance) . Under these 

conditions you must "fly blind'_' and use instruments until somethi ng again 

comes into view. 

Required VFR Instrumentation 

The FAA, under Part 91 of Federal Aviation Regulations, requires that 

an aircraft be equipped with an alti meter, airspeed indicator, tachometer, oil 

pressure guoge, oil temperature gouge, compass, and fuel guage to qualify for 

legal VFR flight. The FS1 has these gauges and more. 

Airspeed I ndicotor -- This gouge (see figure 1) reflects the trajectory velocity 

of the aircraft. It is read as a cor speedometer is read, but is pinned at its low 

reading of 40 -mph until that speed is passed . Readings under 40 ore not of great 

use because this is on air pressure activated gauge. 

Altimeter-- This instrument measures altitude in feet. It is operated by otmo-

spheric pressure which decreases as altitude increases . This gouge is read like 

a clock. The small hand indicates thousands of feet, and the Iorge hand indicates 

hundreds. The FSl altimeter is not continuous but rather indicates to the nearest 
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50 feet. Due to "exclusive ored line generation", the overlapping portions of 

the altimeter hands tend to disappear when the needles overlap . The gauge can 

be easily read by seeing the remaining portion of the hands, but you should be 

aware that this is normal . 

Tachometer-- When in flight simulation mode (not British Ace mode) the display 

in the lower right hand comer (TA/S) indicates engine rpm x 10 . TA/ S stands 

for Tachometer/ Score . The game score is tallied on this gauge when in game mode . 

Oil Pressure Gouge-- The oil pressure gouge (Oil P) indicates oil pressure in PSI. 

It should be noted that the FS 1 hos a very simple engine due to memory size 

limitations . Oil pressure, temperature and other engine functions ore very 

simple -minded . 

Oil Temperature-- This gouge indicates oil temperature in degrees F. 

Compass-- The compass (heading) indicates true heading in degrees thus making 

it correspond more to a gyrocompass (at a 0 degree isogonic line) than a magnetic 

compass . Its smooth opera'tion is also typi col of a gyrocompass . You never hove 

to wait for the compass to stobi lize . Unlike a gyrocompass, it is always correct,ond 

never needs to be caged or adjusted . It's a great compass) 

Fuel Gauge -- A fuel gouge indicates the number of gallons of fuel in your tonk. 

A full tonk is 38 gallons. 

Additional Instruments 

These instruments will be involuobfe to you as you fly the FS1. They ore 

more useful in the FS1 than in a real aircraft because a real plane has side windows 

for you to get a better ideo of headings, turn rates, and climb velocities. Using 

these instruments will give you good instrument use experience. 

,. 
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Turn Rate I ndi cator-- This instrume nt te ll s you how fest you a re turning in 

deg rees pe r minute . A positive reading is a clockwise t urn . A standard rate 

turn (a 2 minute 360 degree turn- a sta ndard fl ying ma neuver) is thus 

registered as 180 or 180 degrees per minute . You will quickly fi nd that this 

guage helps you set up a straight li ne of f light . With the limited 3D copabi lity 

of the FSl it is sometimes hard to te ll if you are in a very slow turn that drifts 

you off course . A 000 indication on this instrument guarantees straight flight . 

Vertical Ve locity -- This instrument indicates your rote of climb in feet per 

minute. A positi ve reading indicates a n upward climb . This gouge is good 

for helpi ng yo u maintain level flight a nd will help get you down to desired 

altitudes in desired distances . Non pilots are cautioned not to "chase" this 

indicator in an attempt to get a desired rate . Slow changes and wai ting for 

stabi lization are requi red . 

Roll Rote Indicator-- This sliding ba r type indicator corresponds directly with 

aileron/ rudder position and indicates tha t the plane is either be ing steered 

(on the ground) or is rolling into or out of a bonk in flight . Rig ht movements 

indicate rig ht bonks or steering . Cente r indicates that the p la ne is going 

straight on the ground using ground steering, or that it is in a steady bonk if 

flying . Note that a centered needle does not mean that you ore f lying straight . 

Non pilots should note that you must ro ll out of o turn by giving opposite aileron/ 

rudder . Airplanes do not straighten out by themsel ves (if they ore neutrally 

stable like the FS 1) . 

Elevator Indicator-- This gouge indicates the position of the e levators. Up and 

down elevators don't necessarily mean c limb and dive, however, because 

aircraft climb is also dependent on airspeed, turn rote, and air density (altitude) . 

Up movement of this gauge simply means up elevator. 
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Throttle-- This indicator reflects the position of your throttle lever . Full 

back (toward the bottom of the screen) means engine idle. 

Stall Indicator-- This little bar of light will come on when you stall the 

aircraft (put too great an angle of attack on the wings by trying to climb 

or pull out of a dive tao fast) . The bar goes off when the aircraft recovers 

from the stall . 

Annament Indicators-- The radar display, bomb hit, bomb dropped, enemy 

in gun range, and enemy firing indica.tors are described later in the British 

Ace instruction section . 
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AIRCRAFT CONTROLS 

The Apple II microcomputer does not include a control yoke, rudder 

pedals, and a throttle lever as standard equipment so an alternate means of 

controlling the flight simulator is needed. In early experiments, keyboard 

keys were used as elevator and aileron/ rudder controls with the intention of 

switching to paddle controls later on . Upon switching we found the keyboard 

controls more to our liking. The FS 1 is therefore supplied with both capa

bilities. You can use the method of your choice or even use a joystick that 

plugs into the paddle ports . 

The main reason for our liking the keyboard method was the nice layout 

of the control keys . Instead of using key letters for references (such as R for 

right and L for left), a "control diamond" pattern was set up. Figure 2 

illustrates the keyboard control scheme. The solidly outlined keys are primary 

aircraft controls (elevator, aileron/ rudder, and throttle). The dashed outlined 

keys are less often used functions . 

Using the Control Diamond Keys 

Normal typwriter hand positioning is not used in any way in the control 

diamond control scheme . Rather, you put your middle finger of your right 

hand (or left hand if desired) on the G key and your index and ring fingers on 

the appropriate keys to either side (keys F and H) . To turn the rudder right, 

press the right key (H key) one or more times . Three presses gives 3 notches 

of right rudder . You may straighten the rudder by pressing the left key (F key) 

3 times. For convenience, you may press the middle G key to straighten the 

rudder. For rudder control, your hand will rock from right ta left in joystick 

fashion. 

The FST has linked rudder and ailerons for self-coordinated flight. You can 

detennine the position of the rudder by watching the roll rate indicator on the 
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instrument pane l (see figure 1) . It will move from side to side as you turn 

the rudde r right and left . Seven notches of rudde r to either side are available. 

The more notches you use, the faste r you wi ll either ground steer or roll into 

a bank . 

Elevator Contro l -- To lower the elevators, simply reach your middle fi nger 

up to the T key a nd press-in one notch of down elevator. Rocking your hand 

back for up e levator sometimes results in hitting the B and sometimes the V 

key due to the keyboard used on the computer, so both keys were set up for 

the same function1 elevato~ up . You can watch the e levator position on 

theE indicato r on the inst rument pane l. 

It may seem strange that you go down on the keyboard for up e le vator and 

up for down, but this method was chosen to correspond to a real ai rp lane. Think 

E 
~ of the control diamond as the control yoke . Pulling back raises the ai rcraft 's 

~ 

] nose (and the e levators) and pushing foreword lowers the nose . Think as a pilot 

c 
0 
0 does- pu ll the nose up, and push the nose down . 

v> 
u.. 

,_; Throttle - - The throttle controls use key markings as a guide . Right arrow means 

f 
:> 

.!2' 
more throttle while left arrow means less . You have 16 notches of thrott le . The 

u.. 
T indicator shows throttle position . 

Secondary Cont rols 

There are a few keys that you wi ll se ldom use . These keys were chosen fo r 

+ position as we ll as letter legend sake. 

Landing Gear -- Assuming you are not playing British Ace, the landing gear 

keys will be the most-often-used secondary controls. These keys are lettered 

U for up and D for down . They are in a convenient position off the control 

diamond. After a bit of practice you will know to press the key to the left for 
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down landing gear and the key up and to the right for up landing gear. 

The landing gear on the FS(is not really o landing gear (Sopwith Camels 

don't hove retractable gear) but ore rather o low-high altitude dote-bose 

selection control . The keys were initially called hi-low database selector 

keys but after extensive flying we noticed that they were used in nearly 

the some sequence as the landing gear on the airplane . Read the section 

describing the world for more details on the high and low databases. 

Paddle and Keyboard Select Keys-- Pressing the P key switches control 

diamond control over to the paddles. One paddle is the rudder/ aileron and 

the other is the elevator . You con center the controls by watching theE and 

R indicators on the instrument panel . 

If you find the paddles inferior to the control diamond, press K to return 

to keyboard control . 

Throttle, landing gear, and all armament controls ore not affected by the 

P and K keys and always remain as keyboard controls. 

Armament Control Keys -- Briefly, the W key is pressed to declare war and 

put the FS1 into its aerial battle mode . Once you declare war there's no 

turning back . You will not be attacked by the enemy even during wartime 

as long as you stay out of his territory. The X key drops the bombs on the 

enemy's fuel depot, and the space bar fires a burst from your machine guns. 

These guns fire in small bursts with each space bar press. See the British Ace 

section of this manual for more details concerning armament control. 

Brakes-- There are brakes to stop the aircraft while on the ground. Press the period 

key for brakes. Each press knocks a little bit off your speed (about 2 mph). Press 

the key repeatedly and rapidly to stop the aircraft. 

Keyboard Usage 

The simulation program runs in a loop that executes from 3 to 5 times per 

second. It can only sample one key press per loop, so there must be about 

one fifth to one half a second between control key pressings. After some 

practice you wil l find the most effective repetotive press rote . If you hit 

more than one key in a short t ime, the last-pressed key will be the one that 

is read by the computer. 
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The only t ime this wait between keys is somewhat annoying is when you 

want to rapid ly make large throttle changes or when you want to go to o zero 

tum rate by making small corrections . 

Absolute and Rate Control 

Ai rcraft controls are not like those of an automobile . Pilot~ know thi s, 

but no n-pilots often assume that control s wil l work a ce rtai n way based on the 

way othe r vehicle controls respond . Automobi le controls (stee ri ng and throttl e) 

a re abso lute controls . Give an automobi le hal f th rott le a nd it c ruises at 60 mph, 

a nd turn the stee ring whee l 90 deg rees a nd it enters a 100 foot radi us tu rn . 

Straighte ning the stee ri ng wheel makes the cor go st ra ight again. 

Aircraft controls are pressure and rote oriented . The a ile ron/ rudder position 

dete rmines how o plane turns, but only indirectl y An a i rp la ne turns by 

banking a nd the aileron/ rudde r puts the plane into a bank The amount of 

a ile ron/ rudde r dete rmines how fast the plane wi ll roll into a bank , not how 

much of a ba nk one wil l ultima te ly e nd up with 

O nce a turn is complete , the plane must be rol le d out of the bank, ba ck to 

stra igh t a nd le vel f light . You must the refore use righ t a ile ron/ rudde r to ge t into 

a right turn a nd left to get o ut of it An automobile wi th thi s se tup woul d remai n 

in a right turn afte r yo u st ra ighte ned the stee ring wheel a nd woul d require a 

left turn (beyo nd the st raight position) to come out of a righ t turn 

The eleva tors indirectly cont rol a number of items Up e levators cause the 

aircraft to climb if there is enough th rott le dialed-i n, but the p lane may loose 

al titude with up elevators if there is too little thrott le . Ele va to rs mainly control 
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aircraft pitch with respect to the air flowing past the airplane . 

You will get familiar with the way these controls operate with experience . 

Non-pilots may initially have trouble flying the plane as they would in normal 

life . If you fall into the student pilot category, you will need a lot of practice 

at operating the aircraft's controls, but practice, after all, is what a training 

flight simulator is for. 
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AIRCRAFT BEHAVIOR 

The FS1 flight simulator is designed to simulate light aircraft with top 

level cruising speeds of about 120 mph. In order to make flight easier for 

non-experienced pilots, tums ore automatically coordinated by the simulation 

software. Slips and skids and certain aerobatic maneuvers therefore are not 

possible. Calm air is assumed as crosswind landings are difficult with coordinated 

rudder and aileron control . The FS1 makes use of double and triple precision 

arithmetic and internally performs all calculations in metric (MKS) units. 

The simulation module is broken into navigation and kinematics simulator 

sections . The kinematic simulator considers: 

Aircraft attitude 
lift (Bernoulli) 
lift (angle of attack) 
Foreword push due to prop thrust 
Foreword or rearward pull of g rovi ty 
Downward pull of gravity 
Drag (induced) 
Drag (parasitic) 
Lift loss in turns 
Aircraft momentum (linear) 
Aircraft momentum (polar) 
Derated lift and drag due to altitude 
Side forces due to bank 
Stalls due to high attack angle 
Fixed pitch prop thrust efficiency and prop stalling 
Structural failure due to excessive G forces 
Ground steering (by aircraft wheels) 

The navigation simulator considers the following: 

Aircraft position (North, East, Up) to the nearest tenth of an inch (approx) 
Aircraft velocity (North, East, Up) to nearest . 006 mph 
Aircraft heading to nearest . 2 degrees 

FS1 Simulation Structure 

The total FST simulation consists of 16 major software modules including a 

stripped-down version of Sublogic1s A2-3Dl graphics driver and high performance 

line generator . Figure 3 illustrates the program's overall design . 
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Tht. r51's flight parameters are set to correspond to the perfonnance of a 

1917 Sopwith F . 1 Camel- one of the best and most popular Brit ish fighters of 

A 
"IW I . Note the specifications of Figure 4. The characteristics of a Piper 

_ .-~reub 150 are also shown. It's hard to say what the exact handling 

' c~"rc.cteristics of the Camel were, but from our investigations we found that 

Camels were quite difficult :to fly for novice pilots due to their nose-heaviness 

{the result of the large Clerget or Bent ly_ engine and twin Vickers machine 

guns up front) . On the other hand, the Sopwith Camel was known as 

the most maneuverable aircraft of its type and was an excellent aircraft in 

;;,e hands of a ski lied pilot. 

The FS1 is probably much easier to f ly than a Camel, and probably flies more 

like the Supercub. Also, with the FSl's slightly pitched foreword view and 

its inability to nose - over (nose aver onto its prop), it can hardly be considered 

a tail-dragger. If you can rationalize a tricycle-geared, good handling Sopwith 

- _mel with a radar screen, you are ready to fly the FS1 . 

Some general flight techniques and how they apply to the FSl will be 

presented shortly, but first, it is important to get familiar with the "world" 

in which you fly . 
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THE WORLD 

Figure 5 illustrates a map of the "world". This is a 36 square mile area 

containing o British airbase, a German airbase, a civilian airport, an enemy 

fuel depot, a mountain range, and an enemy territory . You can fly off this 

grid for many miles in any direction with no bad effects. If you fly too far, 

however, strange things start happening as you "fall off the edge of the world", 

The mountain range is really flat (like a cardboard cut-out) but looks good from 

almost anywhere and serves as a valuable reference point . 

In normal, high altitude flight, the full world is shown on the 3D display at 

about 2.5 frames per second. Objects are simplified considerably to increase 

projection rate. 

Slow frame rates and complex scenes are fine for high altitude flying, but on 

takeoff or final approach, higher frame rates are desirable. Features not important 

in high altitude flying take-on importance when landing (runway lines, taxiways, etc .) . 

For this reason, a low altitude data base for airp::>rt details is provided . The 

taxi chart of figure 6 illustrates the low altitude data base for the British airbase. 

This data base can be switched on by lowering the landing gear . Raising the gear 

switches to the high altitude data base . The gear, as mentioned before, are not 

really landing gear, and you may be on the ground and switch between data bases 

if you wish . 

Your flight operations on the FSl are out of the British airbase. At this time 

only the British airbase has a low altitude database due to the 16K memory limitation . 

CALTriON: You must be close to the airbase to view it correctly using a low 

altitude data base. Looking at a low altitude data base from more than a couple af 

miles away gives strange graphics results (although flight and the flight instruments 

aren't affected) . 
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FLYING THE AIRCRAFT 

The first step in using the FS1 is loading the program . 

Tape Loading 

The FS1 is loaded in a slightly different way than most Apple II tapes . 

First, a loader is loaded, then the loader loads the rest of the program. Use 

the following procedure; and refer to Appendix 1 for tape use suggestions . 
ALL USERS- ESPECIALLY APPLE PLUS USERS - READ PAGE 37 

1. Get into the system monitor(* prompt) mode . Normal Apple lis 
power-up in this mode . If you own an Apple PILos, type CALL -151 
followed by a return to gilt into this mode. 

2 . Set the volume on your cassette recorder so it sounds aboJt the same 
for the Sub logic tape as for other Apple tapes you are used to loading . 

3. Type the following after the monitor prompt: 
3000 . 3200R 3000G 

followed by a return. Make sure to leave a space after the R 

4 . Play the cassette . 

5~ After a short time, a buzzing will come from the Apple II speaker. 
This is the calibration tone . The calibration signal on the tape which is 
playing while this buzzing is occurring is available to help set your 
cassette player for the optimum volume level . You have about 15 
seconds to do this once the tone starts Find the upper and lower volume 
settings where the buzzing stops or gets erratic, then set the volume 
level right in the middle of these two settings. Remember, you only have 
about 15 seconds to do this once the tone starts. 

6. From here on everything is automatic. After a short load-in time the 
flight simulator will start running . You will then be ready to fly. 

* Note: This step should only be taken if the level set in 2 causes problems. When 
performing step 5, don't go too high on the volume (as APPLE recommends). 

Setting TV or Monitor 

Black and white TVs or monitors don't require any special adjustments . Set 

them to a setting that you like. On color TVs or monitors you will notice that the 

instrument panel is green and pu'l'le. To make the simulation more realistic, adjust 

the monitor to make the instrument cluster orange and blue. The orange color 

should be the same shade that aviation instruments are normally illuminated 

(redish orange) . 
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Gett ing Familiar With the Ai'l'lane 

You sta rt out in the aircraft storage area on the British a irbase, facing west 

If this is your first time in the ai'l'lane, it is time to ge t familiar with it . First, 

observe the positions of the guages. Notice the compass indi.cates a heading of 

west (270 degrees), the airspeed is 0 (o r at least below 40) and your al titude is 

400 (this airbase is at 400ft. above sea level) . 

You are, unfortunately, now at the point of the flight where the 3D out- the-

window display is at its worst - sitting on the g round . This is due to the limited 

resol ution of the Apple II screen . While sitting on the ground, everythi ng gets 

cluttered-up on the horizon because most objects are viewed edge-on . It's ofte n 

hard to make out taxiways until you are close to them. Taxi around a bit to find 

your way around the airbase . 

Try turning the rudder from left to right (see controls sect ion). Notice how 

the R indicator on the screen moves. The rudder cont rols ai lirons and rudder in 

the air a nd g round steering whenon the ground. On the ground, the a i'l'lane 

steers just like a car. The reason you didn't start turning around when you turned 

the rudder was because you were standing still. You must be moving to tum the 

ai'l'lane . To get moving, give the plane one notch of throttle (right arrow) . Watch 

out the windshield, and use your rudder controls to steer the plane . Go around 

in a few circles a nd then get to know the airbose . Refer to the taxi chart (figure 6) 

to help find your way . Taxi over to the runway and taxi up and down it . Learn 

how to guide the plane down the runway, and keep your wheel on the center line. 

Pre-Takeoff Check 

Once you are familiar with the ai'lJOrt, it is time to go for your first flight . 

But first, you must do your pre-takeoff check . Go to the east e nd of the runway, 
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point wo~ ! and line yourself up with the center line, reduce throttle to zero and 

coast to a stop . Use brakes to completely stop. Now, go through this checklist: 

PRET AKE-OFF CHECK 

1 . Check for proper elevator operation Move them up and down and 
finally center them. 

2 . Check the rudder in the some way . Center it . 

3 . Check your gouges . Check your compass. You should be heading due 
west (270 degrees) . Anything close to 270 is fine as you con correct your 
heading as you roll down the runway on toke-off . 

Take-Off 

Make sure you have read the section on turns, climbs, and giHes before taking 

off . Once you ore in the air its good to know how to do these things . 

If you are ready, here goes . Get ready to steer the plane as it rolls down 

the runway . Small adjustments in steering ore preferable to wild zig-zagging . 

Now- FULL THROTTLE . Keep the plane on the runway . Keep half-on-eye 

on the airspeed indicator . It will start to rise . The Camel has fairly quick 

acceleration . When you reach about 50 MPH you can begin your takeoff roll 

(the point where you start to pull back the yoke and raise the nose to get off 

the ground} . About 2 notches of nose up (elevator up, pull bock on the yoke) 

is about right . You will notice the runway drop away as you lift off . You will 

see the nose pitch up and the vertical velocity indicator start to show a positive 

reading . 

You are airborne, and you can put up your landing gear (press u for up) . 

The full mountain range will come into view . Check your heading. If you are 

hf!ading more than 270 degrees at this point, watch out . You ore heading for 

the mountains! 
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Climbing 

The FSI has the stability of a real aircraft when it comes to climbs . It 

essentially climbs by itself witrout the need for constant adjustments . After 

takeoff wi th full throttle and a notch or two of up elevators, the plane should be 

in a steady climb. You can increase your rate of climb by increasing the 

throttle setting while holding a constant airspeed with the elevators . The 

elevators controlling the airspeed may seem strange, but in a sense, that is what 

they are doing . If you increase the throttle without raising the nose, your 

velocity instead of your rate of climb increases. By raising the elevators, you 

essentiall y tum what would have became extra speed into vertical velocity . 

The relationship between speed, vertical velocity, elevators and throttle 

is complex . Practice flights will get you familiar with the characteristics . 

Non-pilots S,ould be cautioned .ogainst trying to attain an increased or 

decreased rate of climb by pulling back or pushing in the yoke (raising or lowering 

the nose) without adjusting throttle appropriately to keep airspeed steady . 

Raising the elevators alone will indeed increase your rate of climb for a few 

seconds, but soan your airspeed will start to drop as you loose momentum, and 

you will either stall or drop to a dangerously low airspeed . Down elevators 

alone willp..rt you into a screaming dive. 

Straight and Level, Constant Altitude Flight 

Again, the FSI acts as a real aircraft when in straight and level flight. The 

most common problem in holding a constant altitude is slowly drifting from your 

desired altitude by getting careless and not checking the altimeter once in awhile . 

I nitia!ly, the transition from a climb or glide to straight and level flight 

should be gradual . Use elevators and throttle to gradually get desired speed with 

no climb or drop. Don't chase the vertical velocity indica'or. This can get you 

into trouble . After making small corrections using the altimeter and airspeed 
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indicator.; as guides, you will find th~t y·.l~ : vertical velocity settles down 

"'cel y co ,.,,,e -ly zero. 

Glides 

In a climb, y-:>u i n ·:re -~;e throttle and raise the elevators to in~re -~;e 'J 1 titude, 

so it seems logical tho' yo~ wou1d 'Yont to lower the e levators and ~e::re:ne 

th ,~•tle for a glide. This will not work . By de::re -~>i nJ throttle the plane 

naturally tend" to d-op its mse-- too far. Airspeed will start to ;ise H you 

hold •l >traight and level elevator positio" (:>•· loNe: the "levators) and decrease 

throttle. Aga1n, you- elevo;,•ors should be used to hold you;- a ' :soc" :I <: J:1~tan• 

a' the d<>;ired glide speed. A bit of back p;e";~ra on the JOke (m elevators) 

should be used to kee;o the"'"~ from d-oppinJ. 

JudJi~ h•>W much JP elevator to use tokes experience . You ho·te ~o 

le-:1-n to watch the world •>utsid-> when you de. crease throttle. Get to ko;?w y-.l~ 

pach a•titudes in a glide. 

To get fami lia,· with glid·=;, go up to 2 or 3 thousand feet, get stra'ghr o:1d 

level, cut throttle to zero, and see wh:f· ho:>?"""· If y·:> ·Y o'rspeed 3ets 

don3erou;ly high (ove: f4::> IV\Pn or so) give a n?tch of up elevo'or . Raise the 

nt)Se ~o ge~ out· of the d: ve y.lu ·:1-e enterirn. 

Turns 

The FS1 ha~ coordinated a'lero:1/ rudd·=: co:1•rols which make turn~ simpler 

than in most real aircrcft. The thing to remember about turns is that banking 

causes the turn. The a ileron/rudder controls cause the plo.1e to go into a bank. 

The best way to le::~ :n o'x>ut turns is by trying them. Get into straight and 

level flight . Give o:1e notch of left rudder. You will sta rt to bonl.:. Wait until 

the horizon op;:>ears to be bonked 10 or 20 de(lre•%, Now center the rudder/ oilero-.. 

You 'Jre now in a turn. You will re.nain in the turn until you "roll-out" of it. 
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If you want to get on a heading of 180 degrees, you must start to ro ll out of 

the turn (giving right rudder) about 10 degrees before 180 deg rees is reached. 

It takes time to get level again, and in the process of levelling off you are still 

tunning. 

A 10 or 20 degree bank is a shallow turn. After the turn, look at your altimeter. 

You may have lost a bit of altitude. In turns, planes tend to loose a ltitude, and the 

steeper the bank, the worse it gets. A bit of up elevator is wise in a turn. 

Landing 

The hardest port of f lying is landing safely and correctly . The idea of landing 

is to fly the plane a foot or two above the runway's surface and slow down unti l 

the plane stalls a nd stops flying . As the plane slows down, the nose wi ll wont 

to drop and the plane wi ll try to fly itself onto the ground, but yo u must compen

sate with elevators to keep the plane a t the one or two foot leve l until it stalls . 

If you fly the plane onto the ground above stall speed, you may bounce . 

As you pull back the yoke, the plane wi ll toke a higher and highe r nose-up 

attitude. This is good. When you finally touch-down, your elevators wi II be 

nearly all the way up . 

You will know when you touch the ground. The scenery o utside wi ll level-out 

and stobi lize as you land. 

The process of getti ng to level flight above and aligned with the runway 

takes some practice . Steep glides ore preferred as you come in for a la nding. 

An engine failure while in a steep glide will have little effect on where you land 

whereas on engine failure on a long, shallow glide at treetop leve l wi ll drop you 

into the field half a mi le from the airport. The ideo is to align yourse lf with the 

runway and glide toward it in a steep glide at approach speed (about 70 mph). 

You must then break the glide and transition into straight and level, power off 

flight a few feet above the runway. This transition is known as the flare. 
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You will usually approach the airport using the high altitude dato bose (gear 

up) . When you get close, lower the gear to switch to the low altitude data base . 

You will use the rudder to align yourself with the runway as you come in for 

a landing, but make sure that the rudder is straight when you touch down. If 

it is not, ground steering will whip you off the runway because your wheels aren't 

aligned to make the plane go straight. An abrupt turning of the airplane on the 

ground is known as a ground loop and could damage a real aircraft. 

With the throttle turned completely off, you will shortly roll to a stop . You 

will know when you are stopped by the stopping of scenery motion and the inability 

to ground-steer the airplane. You will then be ready for your next flight. 

You may wish to taxi to the romp area to top-off the tanks ond turn around . 

Before take-off, moke sure to do your pretake-off check. You will 

usually find that you have to center the elevators which are nearly all the way 

up from the last landing. Taking off with full up elevators and full throttle can 

be disasterous. 

The airbase has no traffic pattern rules, but if you want to use good landing 

techniques, use a standard -!.eft hand pattern, 800 feet above the airbase. Land 

west to avoid the mountains . Optionally, you can use a right hand pattern and land 

east . Remember, the airbase elevation is 400ft. Pattern altitude is 1200 ft (indicated) . 

Fuel Management 

You start your flight with 38 gallons of fuel. Keep an eye on the fuel gauge 

to make sure you don't run out. If you are low, land and taxi bock to the aircraft 

storage area . You will be refueled if you stop within this area. If you run out of 

fuel in the air, the engine will stop . It's then time to think about an emergency 

landing. Actually, the engine does not stop, but is limited to 1 notch of throttle. 

Once on the ground you can slowly taxi back to the base for more fuel. This 

could take some time, but thats what yo u dese rve for running out of gas! 

Overstressing the Aircraft 

The "never exceed ve locity" of the FS1 is 150 MPH. At this point, the 

aircraft is moving so fast that wing lift can tear the wings off if you try to 
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climb too fast . If this happens on the FS 1, yo u loose all lift as the wings break 

off. The wings are repaired when the speed gets down to a reasonable le vel 

(usually after you crash). 

Flying Blind 

At some times the 3D display will be b lank . This sometimes happe ns when 

in a steep climb where the nose is poi nted mo re toward the sky tha n the ground, 

and can also happe n when flying off the g ri d area. Under these conditions you 

must fl y "on instrume nts 11 • 

You must mentally keep track of where you are by keeping ta bs on your 

heading and airspeed. Keep the aircraft unde r control by watching the turn rate 

indicator, vertica l ve locity indicator, a nd a lti meter . 

The most common mistake in flying blind is setting the ai leron/ rudder for 

a roll into 0 bank to turn around and forgetti ng to reset it when the desired 

bank is reached. You quickly find that you ha ve made this mista ke when the 

world comes into 3D view with about 60 or 70 degrees of ba nk and the airspeed 

is rapidl y increasing. When flying blind, make sure to keep track of your 

rate of turn (which is indicati ve of your bank angle on the FSl) . Try to avoid 

the "graveyard spiral" condition just described. 

If you get into one, first le vel the aircraft, then apply up elevato r slowly. 

You will hove a very high airspeed, and too much backpressure on the yoke cou ld 

damage the aircraft . 
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Maneuvers, Advanced Maneuvers, and Flying in General 

The descriptions given for how K fly the FS 1 ore by no means complete. 

A good student flight manual should be consulted for detailed instructions on 

flight techniques . Here ore a few things to wale~ casually in normal flight, 

and closely in oerobotic flight: 

1 . Watch your airspeed . You con damage the aircraft if you go too 
fast and try to climb too fast. 

2. Watch yourfuel supply 

3 . Watch your altitude loss in turns. 

We at Sublogic ore not experienced oerobotic p;lots, so we hove not 

tried many maneuvers, and hove crashed during others. We hove performed 

a couple of reasonable barrel rolls however. You may wish to try maneuvers with 

the FS 1. We believe it is capable of quite a lot. 
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PLAYING BRITISH ACE 

British Ace is a 3D aerial bottle game that involves bombing runs and 

dog-fights with the computer-controlled enemy . 

Starting the G orne 

The game begins when you declare war on the enemy by pressing theW 

key. You needn't be at your oirbose to declare war, and you may find it 

more strategic to be somewhere else when you ·declore war . 

Goal 

The Germans hove just established on oirbose (with 3 runways in a triangular 

formation) and ore occupying a territory in the north-west corner of the mop . 

They hove set up a fuel depot in the for NW mile square. Your RFC (Royal 

Flying Corp} commander has instructed you to bomb the fuel depot . 

Your mission, however, is complicated by the fact that the Germans hove 

5 fighters stationed at their oirbose. These fighters will protect the fuel depot 

and enemy territory. Your mission, therefore, is to shoot down as many fighters 

as you con, and bomb the fuel depot. 

Fighting the Fighters 

The basic way of fighting a fighter is to get close to him, point straight at 

him, and fire your guns. The space bar is the gun control and rapid bursts of 

many spaces ore needed to be effective. You hove a probabilistic chance of 

hitting the enemy if he is anywhere on your 3D screen (within gun range}, but 

the distance you must be from the enemy to be in your gun's range decreases 

drastically as the enemy moves to the sides of the screen. Your gun has good 

straight range, but poor side range. 
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Every enemy fighter has a different f ighinJ technique . The Genman pilots 
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have orders to intercept any invader, but each fighter pilot has different instructions 
radar screen has you in the middle, a nd picks-up other aircraft in f ront, back 

concerning when to launch and when to return back to base. The pi lots ore of 
and beside you. This radar hos approximate ly 1 mile radius o n the screen. You 

different skill levels. Some pilots take a long time to successfull y hit you,while 
will quick ly get used to its capabi lities . 

the Genman Aces are very proficient and score very quickly . Bombing 

Fighters as well as pilots ore different from one another. The Germans have The fuel depot is the target, and the X key is the bomb re lease button. 

two Hansa-Brandenburg D1s (fast, rugged, but with unreliable guns), one There is only one load of bombs, so you get only one shot at the ta rget. You 

Fokker-DR1 (good speed and maneuverability), one Albatros D II (a nonmal must be withi n 100 feet (horizontal dista nce ) of the target to ge t a hit . No 

plane with fair speed, maneuverability and guns), and one Fokker D VII parabolic t rajecto ry for the bombs are calcula ted- they drop st raight down. 

(a super fighter). These planes all have different speed and clin,b rates. Count You must be rig ht o ver the target for a hit. 

on the Aces to be in the best planes . Figure 1 depicts the two bomb indicator lights. One lights whe n you drop 

Anmament Indicators 
the bomb, and the other indicates that the bomb scored a hit. 

Two "light bar" indicators indicate attack. status (see Figure 1.). An 
You should consider different bombi ng techniques . It is a lo t easie r to 

"enemy in gun range" indicator in the upper left of the radar screen indicates 
hit a target from a low altitude than a high o ne. 

that the enemy is within your gun's range. An "enemy is firing guns" indicator Getting Shot Down 

just above the "enemy in gun range" indicator (on the 3D display) starts flashing The enemy can shoot you down. Eve ry hit that the enemy gets deg rades the 

when an enemy is firing at you . 
perfonmance of your aircraft (as holes are shot in your wings, fue l tank, engine, 

If an enemy is firing at you, you better shoot him down, or get out of there 
etc.). Note that an enemy shooting doesn' t necessarily mean an e nemy scoring. 

fast. Your evasive tactics will depend on the enemy fighter's characteristics. 
His hits depend on his skill level. 

You might find that a power dive will get you away from an Albatros, while a 
If your aircraft starts acting strangely or you start to loose fue l a nd are 

quick turn will elude a Hansa-Brandenburg. 
under attack, you know you have been hit. You should try to make it back to 

Enemy oi rcraft can come up from behind you and chase you. You may be 
your territory and preferably the airbase . You don't want to be captured by the 

in their firing range while they're not in yours. 
enemy I 

Using Radar 
Enemy Appearance 

World Wer I aircraft had no Radar, but the FS1 does. This radar is available Due to tht limited memory size and resolution of the A~le II, the enemy 

primarily to compensate for your lack of "out-the-side" views from the cockpit. The appears as just a dot on the screen . You must judge his position by radar and 
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his movements on the 3D screen . The "enemy in firing range " i ndicator also gi ves 

positional information. 

Point Scoring 

In the game mode, the TA/ S indicator keeps the scone . Points one as follows: 

2 points - fuel depot bombed, minimal damage 

3 points -fuel depot bombed, extensive damage 

1 point - enemy shot down 

Becoming an ACE 

It takes at least 20 points in one game to become an ACE. There one only 

5 fighters at the enemy airbase at one time. If you get them all, you can land 

and refuel. The enemy will replace their aircraft while you one at your base. 
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APPENDI X 1 

TAPE USE SUGGES TIONS 

Here are a few suggestions to help in using the A2-FS1 tape. 

1. Step 5 in the loading procedures on page 22 says to listen for a continuous 
tone that is not erratic. The speaker in the Apple II, when operated at the 
low frequency generated by the sync stream, tends to sound slightly 
erratic eve n when it is totally stable . These slight variations a re to be 
ignored. 

2 . Two copies of the A2-FS1 program are PI'C!vided on the program tape. The 
second copy is the backup copy and sho uld be used upon fa ilure of the first 
copy . 

3. It is importa nt to keep the tape in good condition for repeated use. 
This can be done by fallowing these guidelines: 

a) Always rewind the tape after a load . Don' t leave it si tti ng a t the end 
of the prog ram with tape exposed to outside conditions. 

b) Don' t stop the tape in the midd le of a load . Always stop or start the 
tape in a b lank section or on the pure-tone leader at the beginning of the 
3000.3200 load- in section. Sta rting or stopping the tape can app ly 
severe compressive forces to the tape (the capstan pressure against the 
pinch roller) tha t can leave a slight bend in the tape which ma y affect 
loading . 

c) Don' t foreword or re verse cue or review the tape (quickly ma ki ng it 
slide by the heads by releasing the pi nch roller). The stoppi ng motion 
when the cue or review is finished can put bends in the tape (caused by 
pinch roller action on the quickly moving t ape). 

d) dorlt let the tape get dusty, and keep the tape away from magneti c 
(especially electromagnetic) fields. 

e) Don't use the pause control or " Mi c 0 n/ Off" control on a ny data 
portion of the tape. Stopping the tape (especially with the Mic switch) 
can put bends in it. 

Also see: Page 22 -Tape Loadi ng 
Page 36 - Error Messages 
Page 37- Airworthi ness Directive . 80-2-1 
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APPENDIX 2 

ERROR MESSAGES 

If the message "STOLEN AIRCRAFT" appears on the screen, it means 
that you have a bod tape . Under rare circumstances (never experienced 
at subLOGIC but conceivably possible) a bad load could cause this 
message. If you get this message, try and load the tape again. Make 
sure that you are following the loading procedure TO-THE-LETTER. 

If the STOLEN AIRCRAFT message keeps appearing, please send the 
tope to subLOGI C for replacement. 

Apple PLUS users: make sure to hit 12 returns after your "call -151" 
to prevent this message from occuring. 

Also see : Page 37- Airworthiness Directive 80-2-1 

SUBLOGIC R&D 
201 W . Springfield Ave. 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 

AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 
A2-FS1 Flight Simulator Cossette Loading 
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80-2-1 

Many pi lots hove found the FS·1 hard to load. This is due to a number of loader 
items that need clarifying. The following explanation should improve loading resul ts. 

The A2-FS1 loader is unlike most other loaders. It loads nearl y a ll of the APPLE's 
16K memory i ncluding "page zero" and the screen display page. The f irst thing to 
note is that the volume level of the recording is set to correspond approximately 
to the level of the cassettes delivered by APPLE Computer Company . You wi ll 
therefore need to t urn your cassette player to a slightly hig her vo lume I eve I. 

The first port ion of the tope that loads is loaded by your APPLE ' s built-in loade r 
and should load like any other cassette . If you get on ERR message , the first port 
isn't loading. You should adjust your vo lume level and make sure you ore post 
the tope leader before hitting•returrl on the loading command 

When the buzzing starts, the subLOGIC loader is running . Many use rs find that 
setting the volume level toward the high e nd of the buzzing range {sometimes up 
to volume setting 8 or 9) often helps . 

After the buzzing stops, the actual prog ram starts loading. THE SCREE N FILLS 
WITH "GARBAGE" . This is normal. The lower 4 lines of the screen, however, 
should hove guage legends. If these 4 lines f ill with "garbage" , the load is bod; 
start over again . 

The loading is not done after the screen fills. It has another minute a nd a half to 
go. The time from end of buzzing to tota l program load is 95 seconds. Be patient 
and wait for the who le program to load. 

After the 95 seconds is up, the program should begin running . If it does not, the 
load was so bad that the loader was destroyed . If the APPLE pops bock into the 
monitor after a load, a checksum • error was encountered; start over again {perhaps 
with a different volume level.) 

APPLE PLUS USERS - Before you load this cassette, hit return twe lve t imes in 
a row. If you don' t , STOLEN AIRCRAFT messages may appear after on otherwise 
good load. Call -151 Return .... .... Return, 3000.32000. 3000g Return. 

ALL USERS - It's wise to hit return twelve times in a row before loadi ng the cassette. 
Return Return Return ... . . . .. Return 3000.32000. 3000g Return . 

One final note. ALWAYS USE AC LINE CURRENT TO RUN YOUR CASSETTE. 
NEVER USE BATTER! ES. 

Of all the cassettes we hove tested {including the "bad" ones returned from 
users), we have yet to see one with 2 bad copies of the program. If the primary 
fails, the backup works and vice versa. If you really think your cassette is bad, we 
will gladly replace it, but chances are your problem lies elsewhere . 

Two cassette hints: 1. If youaredefeating the 3-prong apple power line cord, tapes 
sometimes load better if you turn the plug the other way (cassette power cord too). 
2. Misaligned tape head azimuth adversely affects loading. A "muddy" sounding 
tape indicates head misalignment. 
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